
Book Interview with Ms. Schultz 

What book is currently on your nightstand? 

Muse of Nightmares by Laini Taylor is on my nightstand.  

When and where do you most enjoy reading? 

I love to read on my deck on warm, sunny days. 

What was the last truly great book you read? 

I LOVED the Shades of Magic series by VE Schwab- A Conjuring of Light was the final in 
the trilogy 

Are you a fiction or a nonfiction person? If fiction, do you have a favorite literary genre 

(or what types of nonfiction do you enjoy)? 

Fiction is my favorite, especially fantasy; I've tried to enjoy nonfiction, but I just can't stick 
to it.  

Do you have a favorite YA or classic book? 

Even though it is the "standard" answer, it's the standard for a reason: Harry Potter 

Paper or e-book? Are you a note-taker? Favorite snack while you read? 

Paper. I love to underline favorite lines, write definitions of new words, and write notes in 
the margins. Of course books and coffee are the perfect pair! 

 

 

 



What book most influenced you or made the greatest impact in your life? 

"A Wrinkle in Time-even though it's more of a Sci Fi book, it introduced me to high fantasy 
as an adult. 

The Eye of the World by Robert Jordan-book one in the Wheel of Time Series. I wish I could 
forget it and discover it again for the first time.  

Favorite childhood book or one you wish every child would read? Or perhaps a favorite 

character or hero? 

Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak 

What book did you find disappointing or way overrated? You know you were 

"supposed" to love it/appreciate it, but bleh, you didn't. 

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn by Betty Smith. I probably didn't like it because it's an 
autobiography of sorts. 

If you could meet one writer, dead or alive, who would it be? What would you ask? Have 

you ever written to an author? 

I'd love to meet JRR Tolkein. I want to know how he, and all these other high fantasy 
writers, manage to build these rich, cohesive fantasy worlds. 

What do you plan to read as your next quarantine book? 

Once I finish the 3 I'm working on, I'm finally going to finish the Wheel of Time series. 
Prime Video is apparently developing a series based on the books.  

 
 


